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LIQUIQUOTINE
NB - A pasuse is like a pause, but a pasuse is very unique to 
this play. Also when LIQUIQUOTINE is mentioned in all caps, 
there should be an emphasis behind it (like trumpets or echo 
or somethin).
‘A Simple Twist of Fate’ by Bob Dylan should be playing as 
the audience enters.

SCENE ONE

JHONNIE’s bedroom. A small London flat. Not much room but 
enough to have a bed and some decent storage space. There’s a 
window and a windowsill with a wooden duck on it.

There are cupboards and drawers open, wi clothes hanging out. 
There’s general (not disgusting) mess scattered around the 
room.

Jhonnie is a young Scottish lad. He’s nothing special. Just 
another regular dude. He’s lying in his bed, wrapped up warm, 
covered entirely by the duvet. Comfortable.

JACKIE enters Jhonnie’s bedroom and starts tidying things up. 
Jackie is also a Scottish lad, ages wi Jhonnie. Jackie is 
even more of a regular, hard-working dude.

JACKIE
Jhonnie! Mon it’s time to get up

JHONNIE
Get away! Am comfy

JACKIE
Mon mate, ye need to get up

JHONNIE
Naw I don’t need to

JACKIE
You do

JHONNIE
Why? Why do I need to get up?

JACKIE
Cos it’s time

JHONNIE
Time for wit?

JACKIE
Time to face the day



2.

JHONNIE
Can you see how comfortable I am? 
Am wrapped up in this massive 
duvet. It’s completely wrapped 
around my body. I am completely 
covered. Under covers. The day 
outside is cold. It is brisk. It is 
crisp. I can see that much fae the 
window. This room is even kinda 
cold. But me, under this large 
duvet, utilising my own body heat 
and being efficient and sustainable 
with that heat... I am warm, and I 
will remain so

Logn pasuse

JACKIE
Here, I ken wit its like. I’ve been 
there masel, but ye need to get up 
man. It’s time to go do something, 
we need to go!

JHONNIE
Am no goin anywhere

JACKIE
I’ll give you a reason to get up

JHONNIE
Oh aye? This should be gid

JACKIE
Work?

JHONNIE
I got sacked! You know I got sacked

JACKIE
Aye but ye didny get sacked, they 
just let you go-

JHONNIE
Point is, mate, I no longer have a 
job, therefore I no longer have a 
reason to get up oota ma bed in the 
morning

JACKIE
You could try and get your job back 
like
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JHONNIE
No mate, they willny have me and if 
am honest I willny have them back 
neither.
Wit about your work? Why don’t you 
go and get on wi your job and leave 
me in peace?

JACKIE
It’s the weekend, bud.
We’re free from work!

JHONNIE
YOU’RE free from work

JACKIE
YOU’RE also free from work pal, for 
even longer tae.

JHONNIE
True.

JACKIE
Cmon man it’s the weekend. We’re 
free, we can dae wit we like, the 
world’s oor oyster

JHONNIE
Am comfy

JACKIE
Am bored

Pasuse.

JACKIE (CONT'D)
Mon Jhonnie. I’ll play some music 
that’ll get ye goin

He claps or clicks or presses something and ‘Roll on John’ by 
Bob Dylan starts playing in the background.

JHONNIE
Hey, I love this song!

JACKIE
(looking at him as if he 
is his child)

A ken you dae Jhonnie

They sing along with the song a bit.

JHONNIE
Am still no gettin oot

3.
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JACKIE
Av got somethin that could help ye

Jackie whips oot a shot glass or espresso cup wi some kinda 
brown or yellow liquid inside. He gives it to Jhonnie.

JACKIE (CONT'D)
This is for you, pal

JHONNIE
Wits this like?

JACKIE
I like to call it LIQUIQUOTINE

Jackie turns around while speakin looking for his vape. While 
Jackie’s back is turned, Jhonnie shots the liquid

JACKIE (CONT'D)
It’s basically just liquid 
nicotine. Just try it mate, you’ll 
love it.

Jackie finds the vape and turns around to see the 
LIQUIQUOTINE is gone.

Jhonnie looks as if he’s gonny spew.

JACKIE (CONT'D)
What did ye dae with it like

JHONNIE
Shotted it mate

JACKIE
Wit? Yer no meanty drink it!

As Jackie says this, everything goes dark then light again. 
There is mad smoke and a changing of setting. Jhonnie has 
some fits and wretching sounds and spewing n that. Jackie 
disappears.

SCENE TWO

Welcome to London Town. A colourful place with big tall 
buildings like in Amsterdam. We are atm in the Town Centre 
where there is a lovely fountain where people waste their 
pennies wishing they’d never come here.

Jhonnie is lying by the gutter on the streets of London Town. 
He looks like he’s homeless. He’s a bleeding waster, 
hungover, on the comedown.
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Behind Jhonnie is two buildings of prominence, with clear 
signs depicting their purpose. The Techno Tavern on one side 
which is the local pub for the inhabitants of London Town. On 
the other side is the Green Socks Grocers.

At the back of the stage is a signpost. One way points to the 
Lord’s Lair which is a wonderful palace. The other way points 
to the Cryptic Caves. In the distance are mountains.

Jhonnie comes round and starts to wake up. He notices the 
audience for the first time. He’s a bit confused by them but 
takes it in his stride.

JHONNIE
Eugh wit the fuck was that

WALTER BEAST, a person of extravagance wearing a pink suit, 
walks on and walks towards wee Jhonnie.

WALTER BEAST
Good day to you sir.

JHONNIE
Wits happnin

WALTER BEAST
How is your day going?

JHONNIE
Terribly. I was wrapped up aw cosy 
in bed, then ma pal gave me some 
kinda liquid and a wis spweing and 
that and noo am here. Where the 
fuck is this?

WALTER BEAST
Why this is London Town!

JHONNIE
Aw mate, this disnae look like 
London. I live in London, you see. 
I ken it quite well.

WALTER BEAST
I believe you may have misheard me. 
I did not say this was London.

JHONNIE
Ehhhhh, aye ye did

WALTER BEAST
No my friend, I said this is London 
Town.

5.



(MORE)
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JHONNIE
London Town aye, that’s wit they 
call London

WALTER BEAST
You seem to have got it all wrong 
dear junkie, London is a city, you 
are not in a city. London Town is 
a... well, a town. Here, it looks 
like you’re having a rough day, 
have a penny, maybe you could find 
yourself a sandwich... In a bin or 
something.

Walter Beast flips a penny, which lands in front of Jhonnie, 
then leaves.

JHONNIE
Here wait, a penny’s no gonna get 
me nowhere

WALTER BEAST
(as he’s leaving)

You should be more grateful

Jhonnie evaluates his surroundings. He realises the audience 
again. This time he doesn’t ignore them and instead chooses 
to engage with them.

JHONNIE
Hi... Wit are yous lookin at?

Pasuse

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
That’s no very polite... Did you 
see that guy? You see wit he wis 
wearin? I ken you get that aw the 
time in London. Folk dressed up aw 
weird but fuckin hell.
Guess it looks better than me. A 
look hameless. That pink guy was 
even geein me pennies, thinkin am 
hameless... But am a? Am a 
hameless? Where’s ma hame? 

Pasuse

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
That prick Jackie. It was him that 
gee’d me that LIQUIQUOTINE shite. 
He’s always gettin me in these 
funky situations. 

(MORE)
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JHONNIE (CONT'D)

7.

Even when we were at school 
thegether he was playing pranks on 
me.
Ye cin probably tell we’re no 
originally fae London. Me and him 
grew up in Perth.
Noooo, not Perth Australia, Perth 
Scotland obviously.
We went tae high school thegether 
but then he left and went on to 
become a mechanic. Which is what 
he’s still dain. It’s served him 
well.
Unlike me. A spunked away four 
years eh ma life and thousands a 
pounds goin tae uni. And look where 
that’s got me. A canny even get a 
job!

Pasuse

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
See me an Jackie have been pals fir 
years. We spent a long time away 
fae each other when a went tae uni, 
but ad always come back tae Perth 
tae visit him... and ma maw as well 
obviously.

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
I used tae love comin back. Me n 
Jackie wid always be gawn on mad 
nights oot. And aye I’d love seein 
ma maw, but a never really 
appreciated that bit. Ken, the fact 
that there was aye fid on the 
table, and that she wis aye there 
for me.
We were a gid team, me n ma maw. It 
wis just me n her in the hoose 
growin up. Nae siblings. Nae Da.

Pasuse

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
The only folk who a had close to me 
were ma maw an ma pals. That’s wits 
important to me like.
So a stayed close tae them, but if 
am honest, we got fed up a Perth 
like. 

Pasuse

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
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JHONNIE (CONT'D)
It was actually his idea to move to 
London. We did it on a whim. 
Thought we’d just figure oot oor 
jobs when we got doon there. It was 
easy fir him wi aw his experience n 
that, but fir me findin an actual 
decent, well-paid job wis hard-goin 
like

Pasuse.

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
Wuv been in London near on three 
year noo. He’s pretty secure as a 
mechanic wheras am just in an ootae 
jobs.

Pasuse

‘One More Cup of Coffee’ by Bob Dylan plays in the 
background.

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
We go back up to Perth sometimes. 
Visit the auld stompin groon. 
There’s no so much up there fir me 
anymare tho.
Cos like... Well... My maw’s no 
there like... Ken like... My maw, 
she passed-

Pasuse

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
Sorry...
Sorry a just dinny ken how tae say 
that...

It’s like...

Well, a don’t usually tell folk 
that. A dinny ken why a am tellin 
yous.
Cos it don’t really matter like...
Naw it don’t really matter, it was 
years ago. Doesny mattter really.
Am over it like. Not over it no. 
Not over my maw. I still love her. 
Like lots. Like mare than anyhin or 
anyone. She was awhing tae me. So 
am no over her. Am just over her no 
bein here like.
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Logn pasuse.

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
Jackie wis gid when that happened. 
He really helped me get through. 
Got me dain hings an that. Keepin 
active.
Aye, he’s a good cunt Jackie is. 
He’s been there for me. But NOW 
where is he? He put me in this 
situation and now he’s absolutely 
PATCHED me.
Aye he’s a good cunt, but a cunt 
none the less!

JESTER enters dancing and tumbling aroon the place. They read 
fae a scroll

JESTER
Dearest sire Jhonathon Banks-

JHONNIE
That’s no ma surname

JESTER
Jhonathon Wanks?

JHONNIE
Aye a do, but that’s no ma surname

Jhonnie OTT laugh

JESTER
Jhonnie

JHONNIE
Aye

JESTER
I am Jester, the Lord’s Jester. You 
can call me Jester.
Lord Jackie has summoned you to his 
lair, he needs entertainment and my 
dancing is SUPPOSEDLY not doing the 
trick.

JHONNIE
Lord Jackie?

JESTER
Yes, Lord Jackie. The Lord of 
London Town.
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JHONNIE
How’s he a fuckin Lord like?

JESTER
Because he provides us inhabitants 
with the sacred LIQUIQUOTINE

JHONNIE
Alright, wit the fucks this 
LIQUIQUOTINE?

JESTER
(gasps)

You don’t know what LIQUIQUOTINE 
is? You must attend to Lord Jackie 
right away. He can provide you with 
work and effort for you to partake 
in sos that you can earn your 
sacred LIQUIQUOTINE

JHONNIE
How’s it sacred?

JESTER
It is simply sacred. There are no 
questions asked. You should take 
some right away. It will change 
your life.

JHONNIE
A actual have tried some. That’s 
how I ended up on the street by a 
gutter.

JESTER
So you’re familiar with the 
sensation?

JHONNIE
Am not long up fae the unconscious 
state it left me in

JESTER
Do you like it?

Pasuse

JHONNIE
No really, it made me wretch and 
spew. It knocked me unconscious and 
sent me to the gutter on a street 
in a toon av never been tae before.

10.
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JESTER
You don’t like LIQUIQUOTINE?

JHONNIE
Naw no really

JESTER
How many times have you had it?

JHONNIE
Just the once

JESTER
You should try it again

Logn pasuse.

‘A Simple Twist of Fate’ by Bob Dylan plays in the 
background.

JHONNIE
Why? 

JESTER
It’s even better the second time

JHONNIE
Have you got some like?

JESTER
Yes, but not to spare

JHONNIE
Go on, geez some

JESTER
You are meant to spend hard-working 
hours of the day earning this 
sacred payment. You’re not meant to 
just get it for free.

JHONNIE
You’re standing there tellin me how 
class it is trying it for the 
second time. And am standin here 
havin only ever tried it once.
You have some sacred LIQUIQUOTINE 
in yer pocket and yer choosin no 
tae gie it me. You have the 
opportunity to open my eyes to the 
beauty of LIQUIQUOTINE and you 
won’t share? You are a subpar 
individual.

11.
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JESTER
Nooooo, don’t say that

JHONNIE
I will say it as it is true

JESTER
Noooo

JHONNIE
And I’ll tell Jackie when I see him

JESTER
Nooo please

JHONNIE
I feel unwelcomed to your town, 
Jester.

JESTER
Nooo Jhonnie, you’re welcome here

JHONNIE
Prove it! Geez a shot. Open my eyes

Pasuse.

JESTER
Okay, I guess you can have one. 
Just a small one. And don’t tell 
Lord Jackie that I gave you this 
for free.

JHONNIE
Your word is my bond.

Jester whips oot a short vial of LIQUIQUOTINE. Jhonnie shots 
it again, Jester realises this and tries to correct him but 
they’re too late.

Smoke. Everything goes dark. Jester disappears. Jhonnie falls 
over. He twists and turns, has a fit, wretches and spews, 
stumbles aboot.

SCENE THREE

Jhonnie finds himself waking up in the cryptic caves. Jackie 
is there also.

The stone surrounds them, but it is not dark as there is a 
gap in the rocks which acts like a window. Through this gap 
we can see the sun, trees, and general beautiful nature.
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Written on the stone is equations and statements about 
bitcoin and dogecoin.

In the middle of the stage is a firepit. Inside the firepit 
is a tall lamp with a blue cover over the light so it’s blue 
light.

JACKIE
Is that you on the LIQUIQUOTINE 
again?

JHONNIE
Eh wits this? Where am a?

JACKIE
Mon Jhonnie, you canny just keep 
goin back tae that shite. Yev got 
tae start takin responsibility for 
yer actions. Ye need tae figure oot 
how tae get ootae situations 
without resortin tae liquiquotine.

JHONNIE
Stop fuckin havin a go at me. I 
didny start this. It was someone 
else. It’s no ma fault

JACKIE
Mate, I thought it woulda helped ye 
but it’s just sent ye spiralling.

JHONNIE
(sincere)

Naw, honestly- ye did help me. Av 
had fun. Where is this place by the 
way? Is this some kinda cave?

JACKIE
This is a cave. The cryptic caves 
are the name of this group of 
caves. I’m not sure what this one 
is called in particular... I think 
it might be Gerald-

JHONNIE
Gerald?

JACKIE
Thanks to your LIQUIQUOTINE antics, 
we’re now stuck in this cave. For 
the moment, we don’t have much 
resources-

13.
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Jackie takes his backpack off and starts rummaging through, 
taking shit out as he mentions it

JACKIE (CONT'D)
I’ve got a half eaten belvita bar, 
a bottle a water, a spare pair a 
gloves - never know when ye might 
need them, spare pair a sunglasses - 
might get sunny, and oh aye one 
tiny, wee, short vial of 
LIQUIQUOTINE left over fae last 
time.

JHONNIE
I’ll take the liquiquotine

JACKIE
Naaawww. No ye won’t You don’t need 
tae. We’ve got other resources. 
Like this fire, for example

JHONNIE
Fire?

Jackie indicates the lamp.

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
That’s no a fire.

JACKIE
Aye. It’s a fire.

JHONNIE
It’s obviously no a fire

Jackie puts his hauns to the lamp, warming them up

JACKIE
See, look! Ma hauns are gettin warm

JHONNIE
It’s jist a fuckin lamp in a 
firepit Jackie stop kiddin yersel 
on!

JACKIE
That must be that stuff messin wi 
yer heid again pal

JHONNIE
I know wit a can see

JACKIE
Right

14.
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Jackie scrans his belvita bar. Then, he pulls oot a baggy a 
grass from his bag.

JACKIE (CONT'D)
Heyyy, look what a found

JHONNIE
Wit?

JACKIE
Baggy a grass

He shows Jhonnie the baggy

JHONNIE
A thought that wis wit the other 
stuff wis

JACKIE
LIQUIQUOTINE?

JHONNIE
Aye

JACKIE
You think LIQUIQUOTINE is like 
grass?

JHONNIE
Naw, no the same hing. But a 
thought it wis a whole metaphor 
hing

JACKIE
Metaphor?

JHONNIE
Like LIQUIQUOTINE is basically just 
drugs-

JACKIE
It’s no drugs

JHONNIE
A blanket term for stuff like weed, 
heroin... coke, booze... life.

JACKIE
Jhonnie... Mate. It’s just liquid 
nicotine

Pasuse
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JHONNIE
Wit so it’s basically just fags?

JACKIE
Aye

JHONNIE
Like cigarettes

JACKIE
Aye but it’s no cos it’s liquid

JHONNIE
An av been drinkin it?

JACKIE
I telt ye yer no meanty drink it! 
Listen mate, you’ve got tae get a 
grip eh yersel. Ye keep bangin on 
aboot metaphors and shit and ye 
seem a bit too keen on 
LIQUIQUOTINE.
There’s a whole world oot there. 
Yev got tae get on wi real life.

JHONNIE
This isny fuckin real bro

JACKIE
Course it’s real man. Look at us, 
we’re here int we? Am here, you’re 
here, we can touch, go on touch me.

Jhonnie indicates the audience.

JHONNIE
Here a think this might just be a 
story

JACKIE
It’s all a story mate. Life’s a 
story. It’s all just one big 
journey - gettin fae point A to 
point B

JHONNIE
And that’s all we’re dain?

JACKIE
That’s aw we’re dain mate

JHONNIE
Gettin fae point A-

16.
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JACKIE
Tae point B

Pasuse

JHONNIE
And where’s that?

Pasuse

JACKIE
(deflecting)

Ach cmon man chill oot. We need tae 
calm it right doon. I’ll roll shall 
a?

He starts rolling a joint. Jhonnie is suspicious of the 
audience.

JHONNIE
So are we just gonny stay here?

JACKIE
Aye man, we can just chill oot. 
It’s the weekend efter aw

JHONNIE
Is it? Cos av kinda lost track eh 
time. Also, I’m still confused 
aboot where we are-

Walter Beast enters. Addressing the audience.

WALTER BEAST
We are in the Cryptic Caves, seen 
in the mountains behind London 
Town. These caves have been around 
for centuries, millenia, eons. More 
recently they have garnered an 
unwanted reputation for being the 
meeting point of those who trade 
cryptocurrincies - being rebranded 
the ‘crypto caves’.
There was an entrance used by 
humans many years ago, but an 
earthquake closed it up. 
Now there is only one way in... And 
one way out.

Jackie chucks Walter Beast a Liquiquotine vial. Walter Beast 
shots it and leaves.

JHONNIE
Wit so ye gave him ain but no me?

17.
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JACKIE
Av got suhin better

The joint is rolled. He presents it to Jhonnie.

JACKIE (CONT'D)
Got a light?

JHONNIE
(Sarcastic)

Why don’t ye jist use the fire?

Jackie tries multiple times to light the joint on the fire 
but it obviously disnae work.

JACKIE
Fuck sake FINE

Jackie chucks Jhonnie a Liquiquotine vial. Jhonnie’s face 
lights up with excitement. Jhonnie shots it right away and 
disappears. Jackie follows - shaking his head before also 
taking the shot and disappearing.

The stage is empty for a short while.

DEADRE enters dressed as a PC Officer sniffing around for 
clues. Eventually, she finds the bag.

VOICE
That won’t be much use to you

This is the voice of FOOK, who we meet later

DEADRE
What? Who’s there? Do you  know who 
I am?

VOICE
Yes

DEADRE
I am- wait how?

VOICE
You are Deadre

DEADRE
You just saw my nametag

VOICE
You’re not wearing a nametag

18.
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DEADRE
(aside)

Damn she’s good

How do you spell it then?

VOICE
D-E-A-D-R-E

DEADRE
Hmmm... That is correct

VOICE
I know

DEADRE
How do you know?

VOICE
It’s a weird way of spelling it

DEADRE
I know

VOICE
How do you know?

DEADRE
What?

Pasuse

DEADRE (CONT'D)
That was my question - answer my 
question.

VOICE
No

DEADRE
Fine then I’ll look in this bag, 
even though you told me not to

She looks through mr bag

VOICE
I didn’t tell you not to, I said it 
won’t be much use to you

DEADRE
A-ha! I found what I was looking 
for! 

She shows the baggy of grass

19.
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DEADRE (CONT'D)
That’s right, I’m a DEA agent of 
the DEA Enforcement Agency. Here to 
find the drugs and capture the 
culprits.

She starts speaking to the audience

DEADRE (CONT'D)
You do drugs? Not for long! I’m 
near and I’m here and I’m gonna 
stop you. Stop doing drugs. I’ll 
confiscate yr drugs. Stop doing 
drugs. No more drugs. If you do 
drugs, you’ll go to prison. I’ll 
send you to prison. There’s no 
drugs in prison - well, no good 
drugs.

You like the sound of prison? You 
like the look, the feel of prison? 
You ever been to prison? Cos you’ll 
be going soon. Soon. Soon to prison 
you will go. You belong there. You 
disgust me.

Pasuse

DEADRE (CONT'D)
You also kinda give me a job, I 
suppose. You put bread on my table. 
You feed my children. I can’t live 
without you. But I’m here to get 
you. And that’s it! My job here is 
done. I found the drugs and put the 
bad guys in prison-

VOICE
PUT YOUR HANDS WHERE I CAN SEE 
THEM!

Deadre confuse

DEADRE
Huh?

FOOK enters the stage. She is also dressed as a PC Officer 
but with a slightly different costuniform. She’s a different 
kind of PC Officer - answering to a different state, a 
different system...

Fook has a taser pointed at Deadre, who flings her arms in 
the air.

20.
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FOOK
What’s that in your hands?

DEADRE
It’s a- well it’s a baggy of grass- 
but it’s not mine I swear. I think 
there’s been a misunderstanding

FOOK
Oh I understand

DEADRE
No, I am a DEA agent. I am 
confiscating this drugs here and 
doing my job. Now please, put the 
weapon down and I’ll show you my 
badge.

FOOK
I’ve already seen your badge, D-E-
Adre

DEADRE
Ohhhh I see. You’re the voice?

FOOK
I’m not a voice anymore. I’m a real 
fleshy human. I’ve even got a 
heart.

Pasuse.

FOOK (CONT'D)
Go on, touch me

Pasuse

FOOK (CONT'D)
Fuckin touch me, Deadre

DEADRE
I’ll fuckin touch you when you stop 
pointing that weapon...

Standoff. Slowly Fook brings her weapon doon.

Deadre goes to Fook and prods her arm.

DEADRE (CONT'D)
W-Who are you?

FOOK
I am D.I.K Fook: Detective of the 
Intergalactic Kind Fook. 

(MORE)
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FOOK (CONT'D)

22.

That’s my name. You don’t need to 
know my first name, not that I have 
one.

DEADRE
Why are you here, Dick Fuck?

FOOK
Don’t call me that

DEADRE
Why not, Dick Fuck?

FOOK
I am the all powerful one here. 
Don’t mess with me. I will help you 
on this quest but only if you don’t 
call me that.

DEADRE
Oh yeah? And what are you gonna do?

Fook stares her down then turns to the audience.

FOOK
She is dead

Deadre falls to the floor

FOOK (CONT'D)
But then, she’s alive again

Deadre gets up.

Pasuse

DEADRE
What... The... Fuck. How did you 
just do that? You flippin killed 
me!?

FOOK
Aand brought you back to life. 
Don’t forget that bit.

DEADRE
(backing away)

W-Who are you?

FOOK
You just asked that and I already 
answered.

FOOK (CONT'D)
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DEADRE
Are you some kind of God?

FOOK
No

DEADRE
Then what???

FOOK
I just know the script. As they 
would say in Scotland- ‘I ken the 
crack’

DEADRE
Crack? Is that what this is all 
about? I always knew crack gave you 
superpowers

FOOK
Crack doesn’t give you 
superpowers... But LIQUIQUOTINE 
does

DEADRE
What’s LIQUIQUOTINE?

FOOK
You’ll find out in due course...

Pasuse. Deadre is very suspicious.

FOOK (CONT'D)
Who sent you here, Deadre?

DEADRE
My commanding officer sent me here 
on a mission for the DEA 
Enforcement Agency to catch the 
local drug users in the act

FOOK
And how’s that going?

DEADRE
So far the report is a good one! I 
have found the drugs, which I will 
bring back to the DEA Enforcement 
Agency for further analysis.

FOOK
You have found the drugs, but have 
you found the culprit?
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DEADRE
Well, yeah. When I found the 
evidence, I also found all these 
people at the scene of the crime

(indicates audience)
Sooooo, I’m guessing it’s them

FOOK
It’s not them. Ignore them.

DEADRE
Ignore them?

FOOK
You should ignore them.

DEADRE
Why? They’re all staring at me.

FOOK
Just pretend they’re not there. 
You’ll get used to it. 

DEADRE
But dick fuck- i mean D.I.K. Fook- 
these people are all prime suspects

FOOK
Just call me Fook

DEADRE
OK

FOOK
I will take you to the real prime 
suspects

DEADRE
Why should I trust you?

FOOK
Because I can literally end your 
existence at any moment. You have 
no choice. Now follow me-

Fook leaves. Deadre is apprehensive, but follows.

SCENE FOUR

On the streets of London Town, Jester is doing acrobatics. 
They stop to speak to their old pal, the audience.
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JESTER
Oh where has that Jhonathon Wanks 
got to? I am terribly worried. You 
see, I was given specific orders by 
Lord Jackie himself to fetch the 
homeless man wretching and spewing 
by the gutter and bring him to the 
Lord’s Lair.
But then, I stupidly gave him some 
of my...
Oh if Jackie were to find out then 
that would ruin my whole week. I 
woulda finished 3 hour ago if that 
Jhonathon Wanks fella had just 
followed me to the lair and not 
asked for the bleeding 
LIQUIQUOTINE.
It was my LIQUIQUOTINE and all. 
Mine!
In italics.
Mine.

Jackie runs onstage dragging Jhonnie - who is acting as if 
he’s steaming. Jackie stops next to Jester and drops Jhonnie.
There is a dog barking at Jackie throughout his conversation 
with Jester which annoys him.

JACKIE
(lord’s voice)

You! I told you to find this 
scoundrel and bring him to my lair! 
Thanks to your insolence, I had to 
fend my way through the northern 
cave system to fetch him myself.
As punishment, I will make you stay 
in work much later than what we 
agreed in the rota. You shall come 
up to my lair at once and provide 
entertainment for my dear Jhonnie- 
Uh, I mean this thief!

JESTER
But Lord Jackie, I think that may 
be illegal

JACKIE
(scottish voice)

Here mate, ye better fuckin mon up 
er al fuckin stoap yer supply.

Pasuse. Jester very confuse
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JESTER
I am sorry your Lordship, but I 
don’t think I understood a word you 
just said...

JACKIE
(lord’s voice)

MAKE YOUR PRESENCE KNOWN IN THE 
LAIR OF THE LORD OR YOUR 
LIQUIQUOTINE SUPPLY WILL REPLENISH 
TO THE DEPTHS OF A MERE IMAGINATIVE 
MEMORY!

JESTER
Hm

Pasuse

JESTER (CONT'D)
So compelling

Pasuse

JACKIE
(screaming)

NOOOOOOOW! AND GET THAT DOG OUT OF 
HERE. THERE AREN’T ANY DOGS HERE. 
(Only Ducks)

Jester helps Jackie to carry Jhonnie. They leave, heading for 
the Lord’s Lair.

Deadre enters with a magnifying glass, searching for clues. 
Fook follows her with her hands behind her back - watching 
over her apprentice.

DEADRE
So my commanding officer - who sent 
me here on this mission - didn’t 
actually send me here to find 
drugs, they instead sent me here to 
help you? -Oh look a lovely little 
dog

FOOK
Almost correct

Deadre cuddles with the dog. Says hello

DEADRE
But that just doesn’t make any 
sense. Why wouldn’t my commanding 
officer just tell me?-
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FOOK
Confidentiality is essential-

DEADRE
And why wouldn’t I be looking for 
drugs? I work for the D-E-A which 
literally stands for ‘DEA 
Enforcement Agency’ (The D means 
drugs btw)

FOOK
You weren’t sent to help me. You 
were sent to help these folk

Indicates audience. Deadre looks at the audience. 

Fook very subtly feeds the dog treats. The dog becomes 
obedient.

FOOK (CONT'D)
What do you see when you look at 
them?

DEADRE
I see... Uh- A sea of faces... 
Looking at me... And you

FOOK
Have you ever wondered who they 
are?

DEADRE
Um, no. Not really. You told me to 
ignore them and then I didn’t see 
them for a while

FOOK
Have you ever wondered why they’re 
here?

DEADRE
No. Are you gonna tell me?

FOOK
This... This is what I like to call 
‘The Audience’. These people give 
life to me and you. They are our 
reason for being. We must appease 
them in any action we carry out in 
their presence.

DEADRE
Okay. So why are they here?
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FOOK
Why is anyone here? What is 
anyone’s reason for being in one 
place at any certain point?

DEADRE
It depends on the person

FOOK
Exactly. So to know why they, as a 
collective, are here, you would 
need to ask every person 
individually their reasoning for 
coming to this show-

DEADRE
Show?-

FOOK
-BUT that would take far too long. 
Have you seen how many people there 
are? Instead, we must ignore them.

DEADRE
Yeah. I was doing that.

FOOK
Do you know why you’re here, 
Deadre?

DEADRE
To find drug users and catch them 
in the act. For drugs are the enemy 
of the state, and we represent the 
state, and the state represents the 
people.

FOOK
God’s work.

DEADRE
God’s work. We truly are doing 
God’s work.

FOOK
Just remember, dear Deadre, that 
the enemy is not always the drug 
user, but sometimes the drug 
itself.

Pasuse. Deadre is suspicious.

DEADRE
Hmmm. I don’t know if I trust you.
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FOOK
Do you remember when we met?

DEADRE
It was about 5/10 mins ago

FOOK
You remember where we were?

DEADRE
A cave

FOOK
How did you get to the cave?

DEADRE
Walked

FOOK
Why did you walk to the cave?

DEADRE
To catch the drugees. It’s my job.

FOOK
How did you know they’d be in the 
cave?

DEADRE
They weren’t

FOOK
But the drugs were

DEADRE
My boss told me where to go

FOOK
And how did your boss know where to 
go?

DEADRE
That’s confidential

FOOK
I am also a PC Officer.

DEADRE
I know i can tell from your 
costuniform

FOOK
Your boss knew where to go because 
it was a rendez-vous point with me. 

(MORE)
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FOOK (CONT'D)

30.

I’m asking you to trust me here, 
Deadre. And if you don’t... Just 
remember, your life is in my hands

DEADRE
You know, this isn’t some mad, 
fantasy land. This isn’t some 
imangined dystopia. This is real 
life!

FOOK
It’s a story

DEADRE
Life’s a story, just getting from 
Point A to Point B

FOOK
Exactly. And your story is about 
achieving your objective-

DEADRE
-to find drugees and catch them in 
the/ act

FOOK
-No. Your objective is to find your 
target. And by God, you will get 
your man. I will make sure of it.

Pasuse

DEADRE
Do you know who?

FOOK
We don’t know... Yet...

Pasuse

DEADRE
Right

FOOK
Right

Pasuse

FOOK (CONT'D)
Now which way dyou think they went?

(to dog)
Which way did they go doggy?

The doggy walks off stage the way Jhonnie n Jackie left.

FOOK (CONT'D)
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DEADRE
Right?

FOOK
Right.

Deadre walks off Stage Right.

FOOK (CONT'D)
Agent Deadre, I think you’re 
getting confused with stage right!

SCENE FIVE

This is the Lord’s Lair, an extravagant interior. Jackie 
reminds ye of the Roman Emperor. Sittin there loungin on his 
throne eatin grapes. There’s a big sack next to Jackie’s 
throne (it’s fulla LIQUIQUOTINE)

Jhonnie’s on the floor passed oot. But he’s just comin to-

JHONNIE
Wit? Where the fuck am a now?

Jackie throws the grapes affstage

JACKIE
Oh shit he’s awake.

(lord’s voice)
Welcome to MY LAIR! 
Jester, Enter!

Jester enters unenthusiastically doing Jester dance

JHONNIE
Jackie mate, a ken you. This isny 
yer lair.

JACKIE
Aye man, it is. It’s all mine. Does 
it no look class?

JHONNIE
How the fuck are you tellin me that 
you canny piy the leccy bills when 
yiv got some holiday timeshare that 
ye cin retire tae?

JACKIE
It’s no a time share. A said this 
is aw mine. 

Jackie looks at Jester and their lack of enthusiasm.
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JACKIE (CONT'D)
Hey, Jester! Pick up the pace a bit 
eh

Jester picks up the pace but remains unenthusiastic

JACKIE (CONT'D)
Awch fuck sake. Mon n jist tell 
Jhonnie a good joke then.

Pasuse

JESTER
What’s in it for me?

Jackie rolls his eyes. Then he fishes into the big sack he 
has next to the throne. He whips out a vial of LIQUIQUOTINE. 
He chucks it to Jester who immediately drops to one knee.

JESTER (CONT'D)
Oh thank you, Lord Jackie, I am 
forever in your debt. Any question 
you would like answered, any dance 
you may wish to see, any joke to 
lift the spirits. I am here for 
you, Jackie.

JACKIE
A joke for Jhonnie pls

JESTER
A joke... A joke?
How- how many sides does a circle 
have?

Pasuse

JACKIE
One?

JESTER
TWO! Haha

Pasuse

JESTER (CONT'D)
One fine evening, I was walking my 
dog-

JACKIE
Don’t like dugs
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JESTER
-A man approached me in the dark. 
He offered me five ‘magic’ beans to 
plant in your garden. I gracefully 
accepted-

JHONNIE
At guy sounds weird

JESTER
I came home and swiftly planted the 
beans in my herb garden besides my 
thyme, rosemary and sage plants.
The next morning, I awoke to find 
in my garden.....
A horse’s head!

Pasuse

JACKIE
Why a horse’s head?

JESTER
You know, like in the film ’The 
Godfather’

JHONNIE
How much you payin this guy?

JACKIE
Just a tub

JHONNIE
A tub?

JACKIE
A tubba-

JHONNIE
A tubba wit?

JESTER
WHY A TUB OF LIQUQUIQUOTINE OF 
COURSE

Pasuse

JHONNIE
You’re wasting valuable, precious 
fuel on this pathetic excuse for a 
man?

JESTER
I’m not a man. I’m a jester
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JHONNIE
Aye okay mate sure

JESTER
No, listen I’m not takin the piss 
here, I’m not a man

JHONNIE
Okay mate sure no problem mate

JESTER
I’m not your mate and also you owe 
me a shot from earlier. I didn’t 
forget.

JHONNIE
Mate you gave it to me out of the 
kindness of your heart

JESTER
I did not! You coerced me into 
giving it you

JACKIE
YOU gave him the LIQUIQUOTINE?

JESTER
Ummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
JESTER (CONT'D)

No
JHONNIE

Yes

They look at each other

JACKIE
Jester! YOU are the reason we ended 
up in that shitty cave!

JESTER
No no I swear Jackie. It wasn’t me. 
HEY! Who’s up for a joke?

JACKIE
This is no time for jokes

JHONNIE
This is no laughing matter

JESTER
What about a silly dance?
JACKIE

No!
JHONNIE

No!

Jester goes forth with their silly dance idea. Very 
enthusiastic this time.
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Jhonnie dives into Jhonnie’s sack (not like that;) and 
rummages for LIQUIQUOTINE

JACKIE (CONT'D)
Get oot ma sack

JHONNIE
Dinny say it lit that

JACKIE
I didny mean it lit that

Jhonnie’s got a wee tubba LIQUIQUOTINE but Jackie grabs it 
oot his hauns

Jhonnie goes for the sack again (not like that;) but Jackie 
stops him before he does

JHONNIE
Mon Jackie I want oota here

JACKIE
No Jhonnie ye have to fight it. Ye 
canny keep goin back tae the 
LIQUIQUOTINE.

JHONNIE
A just wanty escape

JACKIE
Yer losin a grippa reality man

JHONNIE
A jist don’t wanty look at this 
stupit dancin anymare

Jackie looks at Jester’s stupit dancin

JACKIE
Fuck sake, just this once. Only cos 
this dancin is ACTUAL STUPIT

Jester holds their heart in pain. Jhonnie goes into the sack 
and immediately shots a tubba LIQUIQUOTINE. Jackie follows 
suit.

Smoke, lighting, coughin, wheezing, and spewing from Jhonnie 
& Jackie. They roll about the floor and then they’re gone.

Jester, who is left by themself, slowly makes their way 
towards the sack of LIQUIQUOTINE.

Deadre enters doing a fly kick. Jester stops in their tracks.
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DEADRE
HI-YAH!

Jester stands in front of the sack, trying to cover it.

DEADRE (CONT'D)
Agent D-E-Adre of the DEA! Hands 
where I can see them

JESTER
No u

Deadre is shocked. She puts her hands in the air.

Fook enters with her hands behind her back.

FOOK
Put your hands down Deadre.

JESTER
It’s you!

DEADRE
Man, this guy is clever

JESTER
I’m not a guy!

FOOK
Guy is a multisex term. It can be 
used for men AND women

JESTER
I’m not a man OR a woman

DEADRE
What are you then?

JESTER
I’m a Jester.

Logn pasuse

DEADRE
Okay right yeah sound mate no 
problem

JESTER
I’m not your mate! I don’t even 
know you!

DEADRE
(indicates Fook)

But do you know her?
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JESTER
Meh, I’ve seen her around

FOOK
Interesting. I’ve not seen you

Fook winks. Jester winks back. Very obvious.

DEADRE
Ahhh Okay. I get it. So you two 
know each other?
JESTER

No
FOOK

Nope. Never met.

DEADRE
Right, but you both... You know... 
ken the crack, as they say

FOOK
Well, dear Deadre, it is already 
within your realm of knowledge that 
I...
Ken the crack

JESTER
Yes and I somewhat...
Ken the crack

DEADRE
Ahh I see...
Well, I don’t.

I simultaneously do and don’t see 
at the same time

JESTER
(to Fook)

So she also kens the crack?

FOOK
She’s got no idea.
Jester, my old friend. My sources 
tell me that you know of the 
direction in which we should be 
heading

JESTER
Well that depends what your 
objective is. Where you want to be, 
and why
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FOOK
Well that depends what your 
objective is. Where you want to be, 
and why

JESTER
(aside)

Damn she’s good.
(back to Fook)

Well my objective is to do my work, 
earn some money, feed my family, 
cook them dinner, pay for their 
college tuition fees in the hope 
that they have a better life than I 
had

Pasuse.

FOOK
Is there anything else that 
influences your decision-making 
paradigm?

JESTER
Nope

DEADRE
That was a lie! I can spot a lie 
when I see one. Didn’t I tell you? 
I work for the D-E-A! We D-E-AL 
with thugs like you all the time. 
The way you looked up just there, 
searching your brain for a 
respectable answer which sounds 
realistic but is NOT the truth!

JESTER
OKAY fine, jeez. Maybe just a 
little bitta the good stuff 
wouldn’t go a miss. At the end of a 
working week. Working overtime, 
with family in mind.
It wouldn’t be so bad, would it? If 
I were to just have a little shot 
to take my mind off things. Just a 
little escape from this God-awful 
town

DEADRE
A shot of what?

JESTER
Why the sacred LIQUIQUOTINE of 
course
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Logn Pasuse

DEADRE
Fucks that?

JESTER
My oh my! Have you never heard of 
LIQUIQUOTINE before? It will change 
your life, I swear on it. Your life 
will be positively changed.

Jester digs into the sack and pulls out a tubba LIQUIQUOTINE. 
They show it to Deadre who inspects

DEADRE
W-What is it?

Walter Beast enters, addressing the audience.

WALTER BEAST
Good evening, good afternoon, and 
good morning!
A tub (or vial) of LIQUIQUOTINE is 
the way things get done down here 
in London Town. In reality, it is 
simply a makeup of liquid chemicals 
that you stick in a vape machine. 
But here, in London Town, it is so 
much more. It is money. It is 
transport. It is life.
It’s all we do here, and we like it 
that way.
Thank you for coming to my Ted Talk

Walter walks over to the sack and fishes out his own tubba 
LIQUIQUOTINE.

DEADRE
They never taught us about this at 
DEA school

WALTER BEAST
(to Jester)

You let Lord Jackie know that he 
owes me one, yeah?

JESTER
If I ever see him again

WALTER BEAST
(to Fook)

Nice to see you, Inspector
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FOOK
And you

WALTER BEAST
You goin pub later?

FOOK
I think so

WALTER BEAST
I’ll catch you later then

Walter Beast shots his shot and disappears in a flash.

JESTER
If you want to find your target, 
you’re going to have to catch them 
off guard

Jester indicates to Deadre to take a shot

DEADRE
You want me to take it?

JESTER
You have to if you want to progress

Deadre looks to Fook for assurance

FOOK
You can if you want to. If the 
story wills you in that direction.

Deadre very unsure

DEADRE
Oh I just don’t know.

(to Fook)
Can’t you just decide for me?

FOOK
I actually can’t

DEADRE
(to Jester)

What about you? Can you decide for 
me?

JESTER
You know what? I actually can. I 
decide that you DO take the shot.
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DEADRE
Fook, you mentioned earlier that 
crack doesn’t give you superpowers, 
but that LIQUIQUOTINE does

FOOK
Somewhat

DEADRE
And that guy in the pink suit who 
I’ve never seen before said that 
people here use it as transport. So 
maybe it’s like this transportation 
device. And if we use it, we might 
be able to find our target!

Then, I might finally be able to 
fulfil my objective. Complete my 
mission. Do the job that my boss 
sent me here to do-

FOOK
Remember what I said about your 
boss, Deadre. You no longer work 
for your Commanding Officer, you 
don’t even work for me.
You work for...

(indicates audience)
Them

DEADRE
Right... So I gotta do-
Not what’s best for me

FOOK
No

DEADRE
Not what’s best for my boss

FOOK
No

DEADRE
Not what’s best for the DEA
Not even what’s best for you

FOOK
No

DEADRE
I gotta do what’s best for the 
audience
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FOOK
I’m pretty sure they at least want 
you to meet your target. Some kind 
of conversation or interaction

DEADRE
Should I ask them?

FOOK
NO don’t ask them

DEADRE
Why not?

JESTER
You can never predict what they’re 
gonna say. Just ignore them. 

(to Fook)
Haven’t you been telling her to 
ignore them?

FOOK
YES I have, we have been ignoring 
them

DEADRE
You were literally just referencing 
them

FOOK
Yeah but it was subtle

JESTER
Look, Agent D-E-Adre of the DEA, 
listen to my command. Don’t think 
twice... It’s all right

Bob Dylan’s ‘Don’t Think Twice It’s All Right’ would probably 
be suitable to play here. 

Deadre doesn’t think twice. She just thinks once and takes 
the shot

SCENE SIX

Deadre and Fook are in Jhonnie’s bedroom. Deadre spends the 
first few moments recovering from the LIQUIQUOTINE

DEADRE
Wooah, what is this place? 
Everything seems so... 
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FOOK
Real.

Pasuse
I’m not sure what this place is. 
But I know it’s where we need to be

Deadre picks up a pair a bockies.

DEADRE
Eugh that fuckin stinks

Fook starts moochin around the room

FOOK
Have a look around

DEADRE
What for?

FOOK
Leverage...

Deadre joins Fook in looking around the room

DEADRE
Come on, Inspector Fook, you must 
know something about this place

Fook looks at her, sighs, then sits on the bed facing the 
window.

FOOK
When I was a young girl, I got 
taught at school about a legend who 
would come to London Town and free 
us of our chains. We were always 
told stories about a place as real 
as this. They said it smellt like 
shite , but was a place where folk 
were free to dress how they wanted, 
they weren’t confined to socks that 
are green and LIQUIQUOTINE. They 
travelled by foot or in machines, 
they still had to work but when 
they got paid they could spend 
their earnings on whatever they 
wanted.
For years, I have been gathering 
clues about how to reach reality. A 
man named Jhonnie was always the 
target, and bringing you to him was 
key.

(MORE)
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FOOK (CONT'D)

44.

I have always dreamed of reaching a 
place as real as this. Thank you 
for joining me, Deadre. I couldn’t 
have done it without you.

DEADRE
Oh, that’s alright. Glad I could 
help, I guess. 
What is it that we’re meant to be 
looking for?

FOOK
I just told you. Reality!

DEADRE
I mean specifically, in this room-

FOOK
I told you that too. Leverage.

DEADRE
But what does leverage look like?

Fook points at the Wooden Duck sitting on the windowsill.

FOOK
That.

Deadre goes to grab the wooden duck. Fook desperately stops 
her.

FOOK (CONT'D)
We must be very careful!
Legend has it, that the precious 
object must be immediately replaced 
by something that amasses the same 
amount of mass. Like in Indiana 
Jones!

Fook looks around and finds a lava lamp. She very carefully 
swaps the wooden duck for the lava lamp on the windowsill.

DEADRE
So what shall we do now?

FOOK
We shall meet the target, and 
provide him with his wooden duck. 
But he must never know we were 
here!

DEADRE
Does that mean we have to go back?

FOOK (CONT'D)
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Fook nods her head.

DEADRE (CONT'D)
But Fook, you just said that this 
is where you’ve always wanted to be

FOOK
We cannot leave the prophecy 
unfulfilled.

Fook whips out a couple vials of LIQUIQUOTINE

FOOK (CONT'D)
Come on, Deadre. There isn’t much 
left to do

DEADRE
Oh no, not that again

FOOK
Only for special occasions

Fook chucks one to Deadre. Fook takes her shot and vanishes 
with a poof.

Deadre takes hers a moment later.

SCENE SEVEN

There is a crowd of folk drinkin and havin a good time in the 
Techno Tavern. Techno music plays in the background and the 
drinks are flowin. There is also eccie vibez. Jhonnie and 
Jackie make their way through the crowd.

JACKIE
Here this is class. It’s like Malia 
back in 2015

JHONNIE
Mate it’s better than that! It’s 
like Ibiza in 2016

JACKIE
Naw mate that wis the best holiday 
av ever been on. Nuhin can top that

JHONNIE
This could top it like. Av no been 
oot lit this in fuckin ages

JACKIE
It’s been too long ma man
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Pasuse

JHONNIE
This. This is wit it’s aw aboot 
man. Nae need fir LIQUIQUOTINE. 
This is aw ye need. Just folk 
cuttin aboot, chattin an haein a 
gid time. That’s aw ye need in life 
really

JACKIE
(proud a his pal)

Aye

Deadre and Fook emerge from the crowd. They are not wearing 
their PC Officer unicostumes. The girls stand at the opposite 
side of the stage to the boys. They canny hear each other.

Jackie notices Fook & Deadre

JACKIE (CONT'D)
Fuck it’s them

Jackie indicates to Fook and Deadre, who do not see Jhonnie 
and Jackie

JHONNIE
Oft

Jhonnie holds his heart. He is falling for Deadre.

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
Mate, she’s beautiful

JACKIE
(indicates Fook)

Wit that one?

JHONNIE
Naw the other ain

JACKIE
(phew)

Thank fuck. Aye she’s pretty tidy 
like

JHONNIE
She’s mare than tidy mate. Just 
look at her f-f-f-fuckin face man

JACKIE
Why don’t ye go er and speak tae 
her
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JHONNIE
NUT!

JACKIE
How no?

JHONNIE
Am nervous 

DEADRE
What did you do with the wooden 
artefact?

FOOK
I’ve hidden it-

DEADRE
Where?

Fook taps her nose

DEADRE (CONT'D)
Just fuckin tell me!

FOOK
The Green Socks Grocers

DEADRE
The what?

FOOK
It’s across the road from here

JACKIE
Naw it’ll be fine mate gawn

Jackie leads the way over to Fook & Deadre. Jhonnie 
hesitantly follows.

The girls see the boys comin over. Fook recognises Jackie, 
they give a slight nod of acknowledgement to each other. 
Jhonnie is nervous. He’s kinda hidin behind Jackie

JACKIE (CONT'D)
Aright

FOOK
Hello

DEADRE
(to Fook)

Who’s this?
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Fook shrugs. Walter Beast has been dancing with his back 
turned to the audience this whole time. He turns around and 
speaks-

WALTER BEAST
This is Jackie, the Lord of London 
Town. He’s in charge round here. I 
wouldn’t mess with him if I were 
you. He’s capable of causing 
extreme and severe damage, but most 
of the time he chooses not to. I’d 
say he’s majoritively a decent, all 
round good guy. Just stay on his 
good side, yeah?

Jackie nods at Walter Beast as if to say ‘not bad’. Jackie 
whips a shot of LIQUIQUOTINE out his pocket and passes it 
descretely to Walter.

WALTER BEAST (CONT'D)
Now Fook, don’t I owe you a drink?

FOOK
Nope. This one’s on me

Fook takes Walter Beast away to the bar.

DEADRE
(to Jackie)

Did you just... Take part in a drug 
deal?

JACKIE
Wit? Nah it’s only LIQUIQUOTINE. 
It’s no drugs

DEADRE
Oh, right. I hate that stuff

JHONNIE
You hate LIQUIQUOTINE?

DEADRE
Yeah oh my god eugh. It made me 
feel so sick

JHONNIE
Aye it does make ye sick but it’s 
worth it, no?

DEADRE
No

Pasuse
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JACKIE
Here am parched. Who else is 
thirsty eh?

JHONNIE
Aw aye tbf al take a pint like

DEADRE
Yeah I’ll take one too

JACKIE
Right, al get this round then

Jackie fucks off to the bar

Logn Akward Pasuse

JHONNIE
So eh- wits your name?

DEADRE
Agent-
Um...
Just Deadre

JHONNIE
Deadre?

DEADRE
Yep

JHONNIE
Nice name

Pasuse

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
Where dye get it fae?

DEADRE
Huh?

JHONNIE
Yer name? Where did ye get it fae?

DEADRE
Oh um-

(under her breath)
The DEA

JHONNIE
The wit?
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DEADRE
The DEA!

Pasuse

JHONNIE
A dae ken wit that is

DEADRE
Good.

Pasuse

JHONNIE
Ye like the music here?

DEADRE
Not re/ally

JHONNIE
Aw good cos a actual ken the DJ. 
He’s a gid guy like. His names 
Jambo.
You fancy headin up tae the VIP 
bit? Am sure he could help us oot. 

(gloating)
Av got that kinda pullin power roon 
here eh

DEADRE
No

JHONNIE
Naw nae problem.

Pasuse

DEADRE
How do you know him?

JHONNIE
Huh?

DEADRE
How do you know the DJ?

JHONNIE
Wit a day that wis. The day a met 
DJ Jambo. He’s a Hearts fan by the 
way. Shame he’s no a fan a the 
mighty St Johnstone

Jhonnie laughs OTT at his ain joke. Deadre does not laugh 
whatsoever
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JHONNIE (CONT'D)
So the story goes, right, a wis 
cuttin aboot T in eh Park 2016, 
jist efter seein The Coral wi ma 
pals, but then a lost em.

But see the hing is aboot T in the 
Park is that aubdys yer pal there. 
Ye cin jist go up tae some random 
cunt and pure get chattin an aw 
that. 
So, right,walked miles away up tae 
the slam tent where it’s obviously 
class music like this stuff eh.
Am jist ootside an a go up tae this 
group ae folk hinkin its ma pals 
but as a get closer a realise am 
just shoutin at some random folk. 
But they actual turn out to be 
pretty sound. Bitta patter back n 
forth - wit its aw aboot eh.
They geez a coupla drinks an wan ae 
the cunts tell us he’s jist done a 
set on the slam tent n am like 
‘holy shit the fuckin slam tent’. 
So wit am sayin is that that wis DJ 
Jambo an he wis wan ae the last 
cunts tae ever play the slam tent, 
int that mental?
Anywiy so a jist spend the rest ae 
the night wi DJ Jambo n his pals 
and we jist get fuckin smashed and 
slam eccies-

The word eccies brings life into Deadre - who was struggling 
very hard to keep up with Jhonnie’s speech.

DEADRE
Did you just say... Eccies?

JHONNIE
Aye mate it was a pure class night-

(noticing her reaction)
Aw right, are you wan ae they cunts 
who dinny like drugs?

DEADRE
DRUGS!?

Deadre goes into crazy mode. She chucks her drink on 
Jhonnie’s feet, wetting his socks. She then fly kicks his 
face and he falls to the floor.
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JHONNIE
Ahhhh ma socks!

Jackie comes back wi Fook and three pints. They notice him on 
the floor and cater to him

JACKIE
Wit the fucks gawn on

DEADRE
That guy is a drugee!

JACKIE
So wit? Does he deserve to be 
battered and bruised fur it?

JHONNIE
It’s ma socks. Ma socks!

FOOK
What’s wrong with your socks, 
Jhonnie?

DEADRE
You know his name?

JHONNIE
They’re aw wet

FOOK
Come on, get up

She tries to help him up but he doesny budge

JHONNIE
A canny, ma socks are too wet!

Jackie approaches Deadre confrontationally

JACKIE
Wit the fuck do you hink yer dain 
kickin a man when he’s doon? He wis 
only tryin tae be nice tae ye

DEADRE
Listen mate, I don’t think you 
realise who I am-

JACKIE
Naw, a dinny hink you ken who a 
actual am. That dude in the pink 
suit telt ye- am the LORD ae this 
toon-
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JHONNIE
Jackie it’s alright min, just geez 
a shot ae LIQUIQUOTINE. Get us 
ootae here

JACKIE
NAW JHONNIE! Am puttin ma foot doon 
on this ain. Am no havin ye just 
pish yer life away by resortin tae 
this liquid nitrogen every time ye 
face an obstacle in yer life.

JHONNIE
Well what will a dae aboot ma socks 
then? They’re fuckin soakin

FOOK
I have a solution

JHONNIE
Oh aye and witsat?

FOOK
Across the road from here is the 
Green Socks Grocers

JHONNIE
Wit does that mean?

JACKIE
She’s sayin there’s a sock shop 
across the road

JHONNIE
Is there actual?

JACKIE
Aye mon let’s boost

Fook and Jackie lift Jhonnnie onto his feet. Jhonnie is in 
serious discomfort wi they wet socks. 

Deadre picks up one of the pints that Jackie got, downs it, 
then follows the others

SCENE EIGHT

We’re in the Green Socks Grocers. There’s plenty of green 
socks about. Long green socks, short green socks, green 
tights on mannequins. There’s other green clothes like green 
jackets and green sunglasses but majoritively socks.
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On one side of the stage is a counter with a till. On the 
other side is the shop window which looks out onto London 
Town town square. In the shop window is the wooden duck fae 
Jhonnie’s room.

In the middle of the stage is an old-fashioned microphone.

P.A.
Ladies and gentlemen, and everyone 
in between...

For your viewing, listening and 
experiencing pleasure...
Introducing...
Jimmie the Green Socks Grocer!

The audience should be going wild. If they aren’t, then Fook 
can come on stage or into the audience and get them riled up. 
Jimmie won’t come out unless the audience want her.

Jimmie walks out onto the stage. Jimmie is like a drag queen 
or a dame - obviously a man, yet dressed as a woman. She is 
majestic. She has big hair and a BIG green dress, as well as 
OTT make up.

She starts singin ‘To Make You Feel My Love’. At first, she 
sounds like Bob Dylan in his version of the song. Then at a 
turning point in the song, Jimmie’s voice turns into an 
astonishing Adele-like version. It’s meant to be kinda 
beautiful.

When Jimmie speaks, she has an accent not natural to London.

JIMMIE
(speaking to the audience)

Hello lovelies! Thank you for 
listening to my song. It was meant 
for someone very special to me, who 
hasn’t been able to make it 
tonight...

Pasuse.

JIMMIE (CONT'D)
But no matter, I’ve got you lovely 
lot. How are you all doing today?

Pasuse for response.

JIMMIE (CONT'D)
Welcome to my wonderful Green Socks 
Grocers. We have everything you 
need. 

(MORE)
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We’ve got socks that are green, 
green socks, green tights-
Umm...
Some other green things that 
needn’t be mentioned as they aren’t 
a variation of the sock.

Pasuse.

JIMMIE (CONT'D)
Socks are great aren’t they? Lovely 
little foot comforters. I love 
socks.
But only if they’re green!
None of this blue sock nonsense. 
Not in my shop!

Bang! Crash! As Jhonnie enters the green socks grocers 
followed by Jackie, then Fook and Deadre.

JIMMIE (CONT'D)
Oh! A customer!

JHONNIE
Is this the Green Socks Grocer?

JIMMIE
Of course! Can’t you see all the 
green garments I have on offer?

JHONNIE
Please! You need ti help me

Jimmie acknowledges Jackie as the Lord. She also kens Fook.

JIMMIE
(to audience)

It’s been so long since I had a 
customer in my shop. Months. Years!
It just seems like there isn’t a 
market for green socks anymore

JHONNIE
Ma socks, you see they’re soakin-

Jhonnie starts taken aff his shoes an socks in distress

JIMMIE
We do have a changing room you know

Jhonnie gives them a forceful look of “i dont care im doing 
it anyway” and takes off his socks anyway.

JIMMIE (CONT'D)
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JIMMIE (CONT'D)
What kind of socks would you like?

JACKIE
Haha say a pair a blue ains

JHONNIE
A pair a blue ains

JIMMIE
NO! NOT ONLY IS THIS A GAG OF 
MISTASTE, IT ALSO DOES BRING SUCH 
SORROWFUL MEMORIES INTO MY MIND AND 
HEART!

Pasuse

JHONNIE
Aye a green pair’ll do

JIMMIE
(friendly again)

Lovely, I think I know just the 
pair.

Jimmie goes behind the counter that the tills on. She does 
that trick where ye go doon the stairs but yer no really goin 
doon the stairs its just a trick. 

Jhonnie turns to Deadre-

JHONNIE
Why are you still here? Haven’t you 
done enough damage?

Everything changes for a moment. Jhonnie and Deadre are like 
a couple who have been together for years and share a flat.
They’re both older themselves tae. 

It’s just Jhonnie n Deadre

DEADRE
How many have you had today?

JHONNIE
A dae ken. Av lost tracka time 
recently

Pause,

A real life pause.

DEADRE
I feel like I haven’t... seen you
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JHONNIE
A feel lit av been away

DEADRE
So far away...

Just come back

Everythings back in the Green Socks Grocers wi aubdy there 
again.

JACKIE
(to Fook)

A just canny believe that she’s get 
a cellar doon there

FOOK
Who’d have thought

JACKIE
A wonder wit the fuck’s doon there

FOOK
Probably some green socks-

JHONNIE
Here that wis mental, she jist went 
behind her till and wis like ‘see 
ya later’

And also why the fuck did she go 
doonstairs when there’s plenty 
sittin roon us here

Pasuse

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
(strugglin)

None ay this makes any sense man

Pasuse

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
Jist gonny geez a shot

EVERYONE
Naw

Jimmie comes back up the stairs wae a lovely pair a long 
green socks.

JIMMIE
Dearest Jhonnie, these socks bring 
great responsibility.

(MORE)
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And also such #fashion and style-
And all the while
Take great care
when you do wear
these socks
They come with great cost
and all I ask in reconcile
is a short LIQUIQUOTINE vial

Pasuse. Jhonnie slowly looks to Jackie. So does aubdy else. 
Jackie sighs and leaves the scene. He returns with ONE SHORT 
LIQUIQUOTINE VIAL and chucks it to Jimmie, who pops it in the 
till.

JIMMIE (CONT'D)
Hehe I’m rich!

Jimmie chucks the green socks to Jhonnie, who immediately 
puts them on.

JHONNIE
How come ye didny shot it?

JIMMIE
Well, you see Jhonnie, I am on a 
bit of a mission to avoiding the 
sacred LIQUIQUOTINE forever-

JHONNIE
Naw ye shid keep takin it like

JIMMIE
I did take it. And it was class/ 
that much is true

JHONNIE
Can a hae a shot Jackie?

JACKIE
Naw

JIMMIE
But I cannot take it no longer. You 
see, dear Jhonnie, I was once like 
you: very eager to try new things, 
to experience experiences never 
experienced before. I took and 
tried, tasted and tested... and 
found myself... here

I had a very different life before 
I came here. I had a flat in 
Highgate with my boyfriend. 

JIMMIE (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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I was a bleedin postie!
Eventually, I came here with my 
husband and founded this shop-

(proud)
But I was a postie, yknow? I 
delivered post all round London. 
And I don’t mean London Town - I 
mean London City -

JHONNIE
That’s where am fae

JIMMIE
You don’t sound like it

JHONNIE
Well neither dae you

JIMMIE
That’s not where I’m from?/ I’m 
from-

JHONNIE
London is where a live. The city, a 
mean. It’s where a wis right before 
a came here

JIMMIE
Well, dearest Jhonnie, if I had any 
advice for you- it would be to 
return there as quick as you can. 
If you have a chance of reaching 
that place once more, then grasp 
that opportunity with all you have. 
And stay there!
Return... Certainly return. For I 
have been trying for years to 
return to that place. That place 
they call... reality.

JHONNIE
Oh how do I do it Mrs Green Socks 
Grocer?

JIMMIE
You must stop with the LIQUIQUOTINE 
nonsense

JHONNIE
Nonsense?

JIMMIE
Nonsense

JIMMIE (CONT'D)
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JACKIE
Nonsense

JHONNIE
Nonsense?

FOOK
Nonsense

EVERYONE
Nonsense!

Everything changes to Deadre and Jhonnie’s shared flat in 
London for a moment

DEADRE
Why are you doing it so much? You 
know how tough you’re making this 
for me-
I tried it by the way-

JHONNIE
You tried it?

DEADRE
I did it to try and find you. And 
it worked, I suppose

JHONNIE
Why were ye- tryin tae find me?

Pasuse.

DEADRE
To... ARREST YOU!

And we snap out of their little world. We’re back in the 
Green Socks Grocers and shit is about to go down.
Deadre fly kicks Jhonnie again.
He falls to the floor.
She jumps on him. She has handcuffs btw

Jackie and Fook grab Deadre and get her aff Jhonnie.
Fook is holding Deadre back

FOOK
Deadre! Listen to me!

DEADRE
He’s bad, Inspector. I can see it 
in his eyes.
I can hear it from his mouth when 
he talks about drugs!
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FOOK
It’s not drugs, Deadre . It’s 
LIQUIQUOTINE. It’s different-

Deadre struggles some more

DEADRE
What are you talking about? It’s 
the same thing. It causes pain and 
heartache. It takes you away from 
reality. It does everything drugs 
does-

JIMMIE
-Can we calm it down please?-

FOOK
You can’t arrest him for taking it. 
It’s not illegal. Especially not 
here-

DEADRE
Do you even know who I am? Do you 
know what I do? I am a DEA agent!

FOOK
You’ve taken it too! What are you 
gonna do, arrest yourself?

DEADRE
You’re the one that got me to take 
it-

FOOK
No I didn’t, it was the stupid 
jester-

JACKIE
That stupid, bloody Jester-

DEADRE
(to Fook)

You’ve been manipulating me this 
whole time!
That’s it. You are also under 
arrest!

Deadre tries to arrest Fook but Fook forces her across the 
stage. Fook then turns to the audience. Pretty sinister tbh

FOOK
Deadre drowns....!
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‘One Too Many Mornings’ by Bob Dylan plays.

A water tank is brought onstage by some crew members. The 
crew help Deadre into the tank. 

JHONNIE
Wait! No! Stop!

Jhonnie is held back by some of the crew. She stays in the 
tank for too long. A theatrical illusion, or a lil bitta 
magic, if you will-

Deadre drowns and dies.

Her body is brought out of the tank by the crew (who are now 
wearing lifeguard costuniforms). She is laid on the floor and 
the lifeguards do the shit yer meanty do when somecunt drowns 
- kiss of life CPR and that. After a while, it’s apparent 
she’s deed.

LIFEGUARD
She’s gone

Jhonnie, Jackie and Jimmie react emotionally to her passing. 
Fook is stone-faced.

JHONNIE
W-What? Just like that?

JIMMIE
Oh no. Not in my shop

A coffin is brought onstage.

Some of the crew are still lifeguards, some have changed into 
funeral directors. The lifegaurds and funeral directors 
discuss the best course of action at the back of the stage.

Fook moves to centre stage

FOOK
(to audience, large)

She is alive!
...

Everyone looks at her. Nothing happens.

FOOK (CONT'D)
(lookin around)

Huh? It didn’t work?

Fook and Jackie share a glance. This wasn’t meant to happen.
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FOOK (CONT'D)
(to Jackie)

You try it

JACKIE
(to audience)

She’s alive

It doesny work

FOOK
Fuck...

Fook begins to think that her pal has actually died.
Suddenly, Fook and Jackie turn to Jhonnie-

JACKIE
It has to be you, mate-

JHONNIE
She is... Alive

Pasuse

Deadre starts coughing and gasping for air. She gets up 
pretty fast for someone who’s just died but she does 
struggle.

All the crew (lifeguards and funeral directors) all turn and 
look at each other and are like ‘aw well fucks sake what was 
the point in all that then’.

Deadre approaches Fook and whack her roon the heid-

DEADRE
Stop FUCKING KILLING ME!

JACKIE
Many times ye kilt her like?

FOOK
(as if its no that bad)

Only twice

DEADRE
Too many!

FOOK (CONT'D)
Did you see who saved you?

Deadre realises it was Jhonnie that saved her. She gives him 
an awkward covid elbow-

FOOK (CONT'D)
I told you he wasn’t bad-
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DEADRE
(to Jhonnie)

Thanks for that. I guess I owe you

JHONNIE
Aye. And ye owe me a pint an aw 
after chuckin mine aw over ma feet

JIMMIE
Did you really have to do all that 
in my shop?

FOOK
Oh, sorry Jimmie

JIMMIE
You gonna clean up your mess this 
time? Or will that all be left to 
me?

FOOK
Gosh! Is that the time? Well, we 
best be on our way. Thanks for all 
your help Jimmie the Green Socks 
Grocer, you did your job.
Brilliant, brilliant. Brilliant 
stuff

(to Jackie)
Cmon let’s get out of here

Fook makes to leave the shop on foot

JACKIE
You no just want a shot ae 
LIQUIQUOTINE n get outta here that 
way? It’s a lot quicker-

FOOK
NO, Jackie! We need to set a good 
example

(indicates Jhonnie)
Instead, we should do the righteous 
thing and... run?!

Fook dashes oot the shop. Jackie promptly follows

JIMMIE
Well isn’t that just perfect

Jimmie gets a mop oot and starts mopping up the wetness left 
from the drowning incident.

Deadre and Jhonnie are in their own little world again-
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DEADRE
(to Jhonnie)

I think Fook’s meant to be giving 
me a lift home

JHONNIE
And where’s hame?

DEADRE
If I’m honest... I don’t really 
have one. But for the past year 
I’ve been based at the National DEA 
Agency in Australia

JHONNIE
Australia. That’s fuckin miles away-

Pause.

DEADRE
Everywhere’s miles away from 
here...

Pasuse

DEADRE (CONT'D)
I’ve got to go.
Maybe...
Maybe fix yourself up, yeah? 

JHONNIE
Will a see you again?

DEADRE
If you sort yourself out then...
Hopefully-

JHONNIE
A hope so

A moment between them. Deadre leaves-

Jhonnie and Jimmie are left in the shop.

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
Thanks for the socks, Jimmie

JIMMIE
Pleasures mine dear.

Jhonnie’s slowly making his way to the exit.
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JHONNIE
Do you ever... Miss...
Do you ever miss the r- real 
world...
Reality?

JIMMIE
All the time, dear. London Town is 
great fun but it is a treacherous 
place when there is no way out.

JHONNIE
Yh I’m starting to feel that way 
myself tbh

JIMMIE
Don’t get me wrong... This is a 
wonderful place, and it has taught 
me some really important things 
about myself-
But there’s a whole world out 
there, and you can choose what you 
do and where you go, and when you 
do it. 
Life is precious- don’t waste it.

JHONNIE
Yeah... Aye...

Jhonnie is by the door, he notices the wooden duck.

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
Wit the fuck?

JIMMIE
Oh yeah... I forgot about that bit

JHONNIE
Wits at dain there? That’s fae ma 
flat! Huv you been tae ma flat?

JIMMIE
I’ll go get her

Jimmie goes back doon the stairs. Jhonnie grabs the duck.

JHONNIE
Ma maw gied me that!

(to audience)
Well, a actual gave it her. As a 
birthday present- or Mother’s Day - 
canny mind.
But how the fuck did it get here?
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Pasuse

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
She loved that present fae me. Felt 
pure class when a gave it her. I 
mind her sayin ‘it’s no like any 
other present ye jist get. It’s 
different. It’s special.’

She put it up on the kitchen 
windowsil. An every time we had 
dinner a would see it- lookin er 
us. It wis like a symbol ae oor 
love for each other. A symbol ae 
oor relationship.

That’s why a took it tae ma flat in 
London...
But a never took it here-

Jhonnie’s MAW comes up the stairs behind the counter, dressed 
like an angel.
Jhonnie canny believe his eyes.

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
Maw?

MAW
Jhonnie!

Jhonnie runs to hug her, but canny. He hits an invisible 
brick wall. 

MAW (CONT'D)
Aye ad stay 2m away if I were you. 
We’re havin a bit ae an epidemic up 
in heaven.

JHONNIE
A don’t care aboot an epidemic!

He runs into the invisible wall again. This time he gets 
knocked to the floor.

MAW
Sorry love, God’s rules

JHONNIE
But a miss ye maw! Am so lost 
withoot ye! Can a no jist die masel 
an be wi you?
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MAW
(interrupting)

NAW! No way! Did you no listen tae 
wit the Green Socks grocer said? 
Yev got tae live life tae it’s 
fullest. There’s plenty time tae be 
deed once yer deed. But noo, you’re 
alive. Make the most ae it, son.

JHONNIE
Will I ever be able to see you 
again? Will a ever be able to gie 
you another hug?

Logn pasuse... The answer is ‘naw’

MAW
So wits this av heard aboot you 
dabbling in liquid nicotine?

JHONNIE
Aw nuhin Maw. It’s just a bitta fun 
eh

MAW
It’s NOT fun when it takes control 
ae yer life, Jhonnie. I was thinkin 
you’d appreciate life more after...
After..

JHONNIE
Efter you left me?

MAW
I didny/ wanty leave ye

JHONNIE
Well naw. It didny make me 
appreciate life, it just made me 
sad. Desperately sad. Av been so 
lost man, wit am a supposed tae 
dae?

MAW
I lost ma maw an aw, Jhonnie. I ken 
it’s hard. It’s tough. But mind, 
death is a fact ae life. Ye cannae 
get aroon it.
Aye true it’s a shame it happened 
so early on in yer life. But am the 
one who died, no you.
You’ve got the chance tae go oot 
intae that world and make a 
difference.

(MORE)
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So stop spending yer time pishin 
away the precious time ye have 
left. Life doesny last forever.

Pasuse

MAW (CONT'D)
Listen, tae yer mother!

JHONNIE
Okay Maw

Pasuse

JHONNIE (CONT'D)
A get it.

MAW
So what you gonna do when you get 
hame?

JHONNIE
(schoolchild like)

Al apply fir some joabs

MAW
That’s right. And go oot and have 
fun and see yer pals and enjoy 
life... 
But nae more LIQUIQUOTINE. Ye hear 
me?

JHONNIE
(lookin doon)

Aye Maw

Pasuse

MAW
A do love ye son.

Pasuse

MAW (CONT'D)
Always will.

Maw leaves pretty swiftly.

JHONNIE
(looking up)

Love you too Maw

MAW (CONT'D)
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He looks aroon, realises she’s gone. Bob Dylan’s ‘Mama, You 
Been on My Mind’ plays.

SCENE NINE

We’re back in Jhonnie’s flat. Jhonnie puts the wooden duck 
back where it belongs. He goes and sits on the bed. He’s 
pretty sad like.
Jackie knocks on the door-

JACKIE
Awrite bud? Wits happnin?

JHONNIE
Jackie?!

JACKIE
A thought we were dain suhin 
excitin the day? It is  the weekend 
efter aw

JHONNIE
Aye... Wit? Naw but... Do ye no 
mind?

JACKIE
Mind wit?

JHONNIE
Awhing we’ve jist been thru 
thegither?

JACKIE
Dunno mate yev been asleep fir the 
past coupla hoors. Pretty boring 
like

Jackie winks at the audience when he says this.

Jhonnie notices and is confuse. He looks to the audience then 
understands that Jackie is trying to create a theatrical 
illusion again.

Jimmie the postman enters Jhonnie’s room. He’s got an opened 
letter in his hand.

JIMMIE
Knock knock!

Jackie is startled. He jumps into karate stance.

JHONNIE
Jimmie!
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(MORE)
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JIMMIE
Awright

JACKIE
How dye ken his name?

JIMMIE (CONT'D)
How do you know my name?

They look at each other.

JACKIE (CONT'D)
An how the fuck did you get in ma 
flat?

JIMMIE
The door was open. I’ve got a 
letter here for one of you. It’s 
about a great aunt who has left 
some inheritance. You are Jhonathon 
Banks, yes?

JHONNIE
That’s no ma-

JACKIE
AYE! Jhonnie! That’s Jhonnie. 
Jhonnie Banks ae the...

(unsure)
Meadowbanks??

Jimmie looks to Jhonnie for confirmation it’s him

JHONNIE
Aye sure mate whatever, that’s me

JIMMIE
(reading letter)

Says here that your great aunt 
Sheila has no living relatives left 
and this house in Perth, Australia 
has been left to you.

Pasuse. Jhonnie and Jackie are stunned. Look at each other.

JHONNIE
How come yer readin ma mail oot tae 
me. Should a no be the one openin 
it?

JIMMIE
Ah yeh, sorry about that. It’s my 
first day back. I’ve been signed 
off for some time...

(MORE)
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JIMMIE (CONT'D)
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(ashamed)
On an ‘extended holiday’

Jimmie hands Jhonnie letter

JHONNIE
Nae problem mate. We’ve aw been 
there-

JACKIE
Huv we?

Jhonnie reads the letter thru. Jimmie and Jackie both look at 
Jhonnie whilst he reads

JACKIE (CONT'D)
So... wit dae ye hink?

JHONNIE
Jimmie, dae ye mind if a...
Jist hae a wee moment wae Jackie?

JIMMIE
Oh. Right. Yep no problem. I don’t 
really know you guys anyway

Jimmie is leaving the room. He approaches the door

JHONNIE
Actually, mate, Jimmie-
Dae you wanty go fir a drink wi me 
an ma pal some time?
A ken this club doon the road 
that’s got a drag night every 
Thursday

Jackie gives Jhonnie a wtf look

JIMMIE
I never knew you guys would be into 
that-

JHONNIE
Aye mate, am open tae anyhin. Open 
as they come. Open as that door yev 
got a hud of there

Jimmie’s hand is on the door handle.

JIMMIE
This door is closed?

JIMMIE (CONT'D)
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JHONNIE
Open it

Jimmie opens it.

JIMMIE
Wow.

Pasuse

JIMMIE (CONT'D)
Nice.

Pasuse

JIMMIE (CONT'D)
(leavin)

Right then, see you boys later

It’s now just Jhonnie and Jackie

JACKIE
So wit you hinkin? Ye reckon ye’ll 
move tae Perth?
An a don’t mean Perth like where 
we’re fae Perth a mean Perth 
Australia Perth. Like a big hoose 
in Perth doon under. Ken?

Pasuse

JHONNIE
I mean, it’s class that this his 
has happened. That this opportunity 
has presented itsel

But see, every decision av ever 
made has always been on a whim.

A hink am gonny take some time 
makin ma next decision. A could go 
tae Perth Australia. A could go 
back tae Perth Scotland.
A could be a banker, or a dancer, 
an extra in a film, or a basketball 
mascot...

But witever a dae, am gonny hink 
long an hard before a make the 
decision.
An am gonny stick tae it.
An commit tae it.

Pasuse
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JHONNIE (CONT'D)
An nae mare LIQUIQUOTINE!

JACKIE
Wit? Never?

JHONNIE
Ach, maybe jist on special 
occasions

JACKIE
(whipping oot a wee vial)

Like... Right noo?

Jhonnie looks as if he’s gonny say aye gawn en.

JHONNIE
Naw man... Maybe on ma wedding day 
er suhin.

‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’ by Bob Dylan plays

SCENE TEN

Wur back in London Town. It’s set up for Jhonnie’s wedding. 
The whole cast comes on one at a time like the end of a 
panto. 
Aubdys dressed in wedding gear.
They’re aw havin a party an a class time. DJ Jambo fae the 
Techno Tavern is there playin tunes.

Jhonnie comes oot. He’s much older, looks successful. His 
bride is Deadre. Mibbe no actual Deadre, but the same 
actress.

END OF THE PLAY LIKE
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